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BOOKS. which they drag into their holes, and any fully detailed , and will be read with great in

nutritious matter which may be contained in terest. It appears that worms often leave their
THE FORMATION OF VEGETABLE

the earth they swallow ; they make their bur- burrows and form fresh ones ; the old holes

MOULD."
rows, which are sometimes between 5 ft. and collapse,and the surface of the ground gradually

In this book Mr. Darwin gives another proof of 6 ft. deep, partly by pushing away the earth on sinks, but is also being constantly raised by

his wonderful faculty of observation,and of his all sides,and partly by swallowing it, passing it fresh castings, consequently any substance lying

marvellous power of bringing together facts through their bodies and depositing it on the on the surface gradually sinks and is covered by

which most persons would fail to see had any surface ; the worm -casts found on lawns, & c., the soil thrown up by the worms. In this way

connection with one another, and arranging are the result of this action . Von Hensen esti- chalk and cinders which were known to have

them before his readers in a manner that must mates that 53,767 wormsexist in an acre of gar- been spreadover the surface of pasture landat

convince them of the correctness of his con- den ground,andMr.Darwin assumes that half that a certain timehave been found many years after

clusions. Hitherto very few persons have had lnumber(26,883) per acre may be found in ordi-|wards some inches below the surface. A field

even the slightest idea of the near Mr. Darwin's house at

very important part which Down, in Kent, was left to

earth-wormsplay in the eco become pasture land ; it was

nomy of Nature ; they have so thickly covered with large

generally been looked upon as
and small flints, that it was

creatures, the object of whose always called by my sons the

existence, beyond affording
stuny field , and when they ran

food for blackbirds and down the slope the stones

tbrushes , is very doubtful, and clattered together. After 30

whose presence otherwise in years a horse could kallop

gardens is decidedly objection over the compact turf and not

able . Anyone who may read strike a single stove with his

this account of Mr. Darwin's shoes." In the same way the

most instructive observatiors remains of ancient buildings

on these animals (and every no doubt sink and become

agriculturist and horticultu covered with soil.

rist should do so ) will be sur Mr.Darwin fully recognises

prised to learn the prominent
the part dust may play in

part which these despised lowering or raising the surface

creatures take in the forma
of the ground, but he does not

tion of so -called vegetable allude to the considerable addi

mould , in the preservation of tionswhich pasture fields re

antiquities, and positively in ceive from the dead leares,& r.,

altering the form of the sur of the herbage, as well as the

face of the earth ; these facts droppings of animals,which

are all the more surprising

when we consider how com

are considerable in fields

where cattle and sheep are

paratively low in the scale of

animal life the earth -worms

pastured, and which must ma

terially assist in the formation

are ,and how destitute they are of mould . Worms are also

of the organs and sense with shown to be active agerts in

which the higher animals are levelling the earth ; their casts

furnished . when first thrown up are very

Worms, as is well known,

haveno limbs,and eyesand ears

viscid , and naturally flow

somewhat downward on land

are also wanting ; it appears,
which is not level ; again,

however,that they are not in
worm -casts when dry easily

sensible to light, and are pro roll, and if disturbed by the

bably able to distinguish night wind or otherwise will on un

from day ; theyhavenoorgans
even ground be sure to rell

of hearing, and are perfectly
downwards to some extent.

their sense of smell
Of this levelling process abun

seems very limited, and as an dant proofs are given . Mr.

acute sense of smell would be Darwin concludes this most

of no use to them , it seems interesting and instructive

confined to the odours of sub book with the following re

stances which may be of ser
marks : “ When we behold a

vice to them as food . They wide turf - covered expanse,

have the sense of touch , how we should remember that its

ever, strongly developed, and smoothness, on
which 80

are keenly alive to a current much of its beauty de

of air and to any vibrations pends, is mainly due to all

in the soil. Mr. Darwin

placed potsof earth containing

the inequalities baving been

slowly levelled by worms.

a piano, and at It is a marvellous reflec

night when the worms were
tion that the whole of

on the surface of the earth

if even such a high note as G above the line nary Grass and arable land ,and by his figures any such expanse has passed,and will again

the superficial mould over

in the treble clef was struck, the vibrations shows that each worm annually ejects 20 oz. or pass, every few years though the bodies of

caused the worms to disappear instantly , though 11 lb. weight of earth.
worms. The plough is one of the most arcient

they had taken no notice of the sound of the

piano when not in contact with it. They are surface in this manner by worms is truly mar- long before he existed the land was in fact

The quantity of earth annually brought to the and most valuable of man's inventions; but

probably not insensible to variations in tempera- vellous.Mr.Darwin estimates that on land which regularly ploughed , and still continues to be

iure. The mouth of a worm is a smallaperture is suitable for worms to inbabit

devoid of jaws or teeth , but is provided with a 10 tons of dry earth annually passes through doubted whether there aremany other animals

a weight of thus ploughed by earth-worms. It may be

small, projecting lip ,with which it can lay hold their bodies, and is deposited on the surface of which have played so important a part in the

of its food , & c. Their food consists of leaves, each acre of land , so that the whole superficial history of the world as these lowly-organised

* “ The Formation of Vegetable Mould through the bodies in the course of a very few years.” The more lowly organised ,have done far more cona
bed of vegetable mould passes through their creatures. Some other animals,however, still

By Chas. Darwin , LL.D., F.R.S. John
Murray : Albemarle Street.

observations on which this estimate is based are spicuous work in having constructed innumerable

deaf ;

worms on
Plane Tree in Stationers ' Hall Court ,

Action of Worms."
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reefs and islands in the great oceans ; but these LONDON PLANE TREES. those of Eucharis in conjunction with a fewblooms

are almost confined to the tropicalzones.”The In an interesting little book on the pastand of any coloured Chrysanthemum . If flowers are

moral, so tospeak,to be learnt byhorticulturists present history of Ludgate Hill, byMr.W.P. scarce, foliage only will make a beautiful effect

from this bookisto encourage earth -wormsas Treloar, mention is made of thefine Plane tree arranged asa base, choosing suchas that of Fit

muchas possible (except, of course, among that stands in front of Stationers' IIall Court as coloured Coleus, with the addition of a small

plants in pots). Every one who has the oppor- being one among the many Planes in London growth ortwoof Pandanus graminifolius or a few

tunity should read this book ; and having done whose refreshing greenery enlivens the maze of points of high -coloured Croton. For specimen

so , they cannot fail to regard earth -worms with crowded buildings that everywhere occur in the glasses Chrysanthemums will now be valuable.

much interest and even respect . But, as before city . This tree was planted some fifty years ago Excellent arrangements may also be made with

pointed out, enough has not been allowed for by the treasurer of the Stationers IIall Com- these flowers alone for sideboard decoration ; for

the great part the decay of vegetation itself pany . There has lately been an anxious corre- this latter work long sprays should be used and

plays in the formation of mould. We have spondence lest this fine tree should be cut down, arranged in a free and easy style, with a backing

clear proof everywhere of the leading import- and it isa pleasure tolearn that no ruthless axe upof some hardy Fern fronds if at hand . Now

ance of this --in wood, marsh,and other will lay itlow to make room for “ improvements." thatthe leaves ofmanylateGrapes possess such

situations where the annual growth is not re- Itthereforestillremains, flourishing yet,sa beautifultints,theyshould be made use of for the
moved . flourishing that four May trees planted in the dessert from this timeonwards tillthe Vines

corners of the Courthad to be removed because of climbing Roses may still be found here and

ripen and drop their foliage . A few stray blooms

PROFITABLE CLAY FARMING UNDER A the original tenant overshadowed them-80 there, and clusters of these make a good change

JUST SYSTEM OF TENANT RIGHT . * flourishing that two years ago a cuckoo was for the drawing-room .Blooms of Indian Crocuses

The author of this work understands what he is heard and seen in its leafy covert, the same ( Pleiones) look well in a flat glass dish in a little

writing about, and expresseshis ideas in themost cuckoo, perhaps,which has this yearbeenheard Mossandwater. Flowers of Tree Carnations also

confident style. Works written with the view of in that other noble tree at the corner of Wood look well arranged (a few only) in a specimen

showing how our supposed inferior or waste lands
glass with their own foliage ; in this way theycan be profitably utilised are always welcome ;

are always welcome; Street, Cheapside.

attract more attention than when mixed with
therefore we have pleasure in noticing the present

other flowers .
book, th it does not come exactly within our

SEASONABLE WORK.
province, having reference to agriculture only. The

INDOOR PLANTS .author's system briefly described is— “ perpetual FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN THE HOUSE.

T. BAIXES, SOUTHGATE .
Corn growing on heavy land by means of deep and

cheap steam -tillage, and plentiful applications Table bouquets : 1 , Amazon Lily and Vallota mums there should now be no scarcity of flowersWith a good stock of well-grown Chrysanthe

of artificial manure, " the indispensable prepara
with Acanthus leaves ;purpurea

tory requisites being ( 1 ) " effectual subsoil drain. branches of DogRose,Service of kinds, and com- is not a considerable extent of glass structures, in
2 , berried

in conservatories and greenhouses, but where there

age, and (2 ) fields of considerable dimensions ; to
mon Barberry, with red foliage of wild Bramble the endeavour to make an effective display it often

which may be added ( 3 ) straight and neat fences, and Berberis fortunei ; 3, white flowered Laurus. happens that the plants are so much crowded

(4 ) sound headland roads, and (5) convenient tinus and Escallonia macrantha; 4, Neapolitan together that they do serious injury to the more

field water supply;" The author's experiment Violets with plenty of their own leaves ; 5 , Tea permanent occupants of the house ; foralthough

appears to have been remarkably successful Roses. A bowl of Tea Roses is not easy to arrange plants of most kinds will bear standing, closer

from a commercial point of view. All through well on account of their way of hanging their together in the winter,when little growth is being

the book we see the results of his careful heads and dropping together in heavy masses. A made, than they will in the spring and summer,

observation, and note with satisfaction the ready good wayto get over this is to place them among still over-crowding is always injurious, not alone

and foresighted manner in which he has availed

himself of the chemist's and other knowledge. We of this shrub look well among the Roses, and the but also through the liability that exists of plants
sprays of Pernettya . The small Myrtle-like leaves

on account of the mischief it does to the foliage,

must not , however, lay his interesting and prac- stiffness of the twigs makes them an excellent getting overlooked in the attention they require

tical book down without briefly noticing what he support for the flowers. Common Polypody Ferrs, in wateringand other matters when standing, so

hasto say on the “ impediments in the way." The now at their best, are useful in manyways. Their close together as not to be easily got at. For this

principal impediment is, of course, the unsatisfac- fronds aregood with cut flowers, but last much reason it isbetteratthis season ,when the houses de

tory and one-sided state of land tennre . The im- longer if they are picked with a small piece of voted to plantsarethe most crowded ,to keepas much

provements not belonging to the improver , the root. A handsome pot plant may be prepared with ofthe successional stock as can be accommodated

tenant - anything done to improvethe holdingis somegood plants of Polypody taken up carefully in any pitsoremptyvineries available. So located,

done grudgingly, imperfectly,and in a temporary (each plant having threeor fourgood fronds), until such things as Chrysanthemums and Salvias

and perfunctory manner. What is needed to draw potted together, and surfaced with fresh Moss. are over and all but enough of them to propagate

capital and enterprise to the soil is that tenants Now is the time to do it, before severe frosts have from can be dispensed with, the general collection

" should be assured of some considerable share in spoilt thefronds. A few smaller plants are useful

any enhanced value conferred on their holdingby inachina bowl or dish of wet sand ; the addition will be found in better condition than withthe
their own labour and capital ," that the tenant's of a very few flowers, preferably white, makes it a tised during the last months ofthe year.

outlay should be recognised and paid by the land.
good table ornament.

owner, approved as it is by many wise landlords , Hard-wooded plants.- Whatever training

and this should be secured to all tenants by and tying has to be done should now be got on

statute . FLORAL DECORATIONS .
with without delay, so that the work may be

J. HUDSON , GUNNERSBURY HOUSE . got out of hand before the time comes for

Iconography of Indian Azaleas. - A. VERY pretty arrangementmay be made for the other matters requiring attention . Few operations

Under this awkward title M. A. Van Geert, of dinner-table without either the aid of epergne or better exemplify the taste and judgment of

Ghent, has issued a monthly periodical devoted to anykind of glass standwhatsover. Select an ap-the operator than tying plants, for, whatever

the illustration and description of the Indian propriate plant for a centre-piece ; Cocos Wed- use they are required, one individual will succeed

Azalea. Weregret to state that the plates arein- delliana, Euterpeedulis, Geonoma gracilis, Areca in givingjust thesupport needed tokeep them in

artistically drawn and not well produced. Such aurea , or Chamædorea glaucifolia are especially shape and to prevent their having a straygling,

beauty ofform andcolour as the plants possess adapted for this purpose,being elegant in growth unnatural appearance, whilst another willonly

cannot be realised indeed by the plates. Happily, and graceful in outline. Having fixedon a plant , manage to show what to avoid by using ten times

the plants tell their own story still . turn it carefully out of its pot, i.e. , if larger the sticks and ties that are necessary , the result

than a 3-in, one; then set it in the centre of a being that the support that should have been

soup plate and surround it with sand, covering the as far as possible concealed becomes the most

latter with Moss. After this has been done, prominent feature. So far as the altered circum
CATALOGUES RECEIVED .

suitable foliage should be selected to form a mar- stances under cultivation will allow, the form

Ormiston & Renwick's (Melrose) General Catalogue of gin, restingon thetable-cloth. Thevariegated which each species of plant assumes wben

Forest and Ornamental Trees, Coniferæ , Fruit Trees, leaves of several kindsof Begonias make an ex- growing naturally should be preserved, m ruly

Roses, &c .
cellent change for this purpose in place of Fern giving the support which the ler gthened, weaker

Kelway & Sons' (Langport) Special Wholesale List of Gla. fronds or other material.Of the latter, Davallia growth resulting from culture under glass

Tyermanni or elegans would make a durable requires. There is another importint matter con

Baltet Frères'(Troyes)General Catalogue of Plants, Fruit edging. Insert afew fronds of the common nected with plant tyingwhich cannot betoo often
Trees, Roses , &c.

Maiden -hair Fern over the Moss, and then some urged upon young hands at the work. The roots

G.J. Alberts & Co.'s ( Boskoop , Holland ) Catalogue of flowers may be dotted over the surface. A good ofa plant confined within a pot are packed

Fruits and Ornamental Trees, Roses, and Herbaceous selection could now be madefrom the various together thickly to an extent that would not take
Plants for 1881-82.

sorts of Primula sinensis interspersed with a few place if it was growing where its roots had full
W. E. Boyce's (Holloway) List of Chrysanthemums.

spikes of white Roman Hyacinth. These will ar- scope to extend, and it follows that every stick

* “ Profitable Clay Farming under a just system of range well together. Bouvardias in divers colours which is thrust into the soil must necessarily

Tenant Right." By John Prout (third edition ).London : would look well, adding a spike or two of scarlet break a numberof fibres and so far injure the

Edward Stanford, 55, Charing Cross, S.W. 1881. Salvia . If larger and bolder flowers are desired , use most vital part of the plant. This obviously points

dioli.


